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Yardos flashed James a smile. 

“Not only is there a tenth rank but also there’s a good chance the eleventh rank exists 

for the Omniscience Path. 

I’ve already entered the late stage of the tenth rank. 

I’m currently trying to figure out how to advance to the eleventh rank. 

You can’t move to the tenth rank yet since you’re still lacking in your cultivation base. 

You can work on that after you’ve reached the late stage of Caelum Acme Rank.” 

Yardos’ words confirmed James’s suspicion. 

‘The tenth and eleventh Rank… 

I guess it’s a never-ending learning and training process. 

For the eleventh rank, even Yardos, a Chaos Rank cultivator, is still unsure how to 

achieve it. 

A cultivator who can reach the eleventh rank would be a force to be reckoned with,’ 

James thought. 

“Would you attend the Hazeaf Gathering that would be held in an epoch’s time, Sir 

Yardos?” Jarnes asked. 

“T should,” Yardos replied, “In the meantime, you need to restore peace in the 

Aeternus District and gain control over that area. 

Others will learn of our names at the Hazeaf Gathering. 

The Aeternus District would not remain the weakest district among the Endlos’ Nine 

Districts. 

It would grow to be one of the strongest districts by then.” “Understood, Sir Yardos.” 

James felt much more reassured after having the conversation with Yardos. 

There weren’t that many Chaos Rank cultivators across the Endlos’ Nine Districts, to 

begin with. 

With the seasoned cultivator’s support, James did not have to worry about getting 

into trouble with another cultivator of a higher cultivation rank. 

“Alright. 

Off you go now. 

I’ll have another closed-door meditation and try to figure out the way to achieve the 

eleventh rank of the Omniscience Path as soon as possible.” Yardos waved his hand 

dismissively. 

James got to his feet, bowed to Yardos, and excused himself. 



After he had descended Mount Blithe, James soon arrived outside a small wooden 

cottage. 

As James reached out to open the door, he could hear Waleria’s voice coming from 

inside the house. 

“Once I enter the Chaos Rank, the first person I’ll issue a challenge to is definitely 

going to be that snob, Yardos Xagorari! We’ll see which of us is stronger then!” 

Waleria’s voice rang with indignation. 

James heard every word of her ranting but he entered the room regardless. 

Waleria shot an icy glance in his direction. 

“Well, people always say that birds of a feather flock together.” “Enough with the 

sarcasm,” James said, “Let’s head over to the Aeternus District right away. 

The sooner we settle the issues in the Aeternus District, the quicker we can depart for 

the Hazeaf District.” James was very much looking forward to witnessing how Yardos 

would demonstrate his impressive powers and skills before the other cultivators from 

all nine districts and gain recognition for his superiority. 

With a simple wave of the hand, Waleria kept the wooden cottage in her storage. 

Then, she conjured an airship almost instantaneously. 

“Pll be conducting my closed-door meditation in my room. 

I plan to enter the Caelum Acme Rank this time.” After all of them had gotten aboard 

the airship, James informed the others of his plan. 

Then, he went into a room and put up a time formation. 

Next, he set in place a formation that sealed off his aura from the outside world. 

‘I feel incredibly motivated after seeing how great and powerful Yardos is. 

I want to become stronger too! ‘Just look at how Waleria, the exceptionally talented 

cultivator, turned docile before Yardos. 

I hope I get to see that side of her or even order her around someday,’ James 

pondered. 

James sat on the floor with his legs crossed inside the room. 

An overwhelming aura emanated from his body. 

James had achieved great enlightenment within the Boundless state of the Terra 

Acme Rank although he had not spent a long time in it. 
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Primal Mantra and the knowledge of the Greater Paths. 

Even though he had not sensed the trigger for him to advance into the Caelum Acme 

Rank, James was equipped with the abilities and skills to move on to the next Acme 

Rank if he willed it. 

As James focused his concentration, his body began to glow with a myriad of colors. 



Those colorful lights transformed into unique, cryptic inscriptions almost 

instantaneously. 

A strangely ethereal sight could be seen as James channeled his powers through the 

manifestation of paths around him. 

As the paths evolved and displayed the highest form of power, James instantly 

detected that he had entered the Caelum Acme Rank. 

In the blink of an eye, James’ aura and the amount of powers he had increased by 

folds. 

At that very moment, everyone could feel a strong tremor throughout the entire 

airship. 

Suddenly, the ship came to a halt as a powerful energy fell upon the airship and 

trapped it in mid-air. 

Simultaneously, countless strange inscriptions appeared in the Endlos Void around 

the airship. 

Waleria detected the shift of pressure in the air and exited her room right away. 

When she had arrived on the deck of the ship, Waleria could see the innumerable 

inscriptions floating in the air above the ship. 

The inscriptions were swiftly clumping together to form mounds of tribulation clouds. 

“It’s the Heavenly Tribulation… 

James must’ve achieved the Caelum Acme Rank,” Waleria muttered in a low voice. 

The others had come out to the deck as well. 

Wynona asked curiously, “That’s strange. 

I didn’t have to face the Heavenly Tribulation back when I entered the Caelum Acme 

Rank. 

Why is this happening to Master though?” Saachi explained, “This is closely related to 

one’s training and cultivation process. 

The more karma you’ve accumulated during your cultivation, the more providence 

and boon you’ll receive in return too. 

The possibility of the cultivator encountering the Heavenly Tribulation increases 

exponentially too.” “Mhm.” Waleria nodded. 

“Normally, people won’t have to worry about facing tribulations after they enter the 

Acme Ranks and become competent cultivators. 

However, as Saachi said, one might encounter the Heavenly Tribulation if they’ve 

racked up a considerable amount of karma after entering the Acme Rank. 

Also, the later the Heavenly Tribulation appears as one advances through the Acme 

Ranks, the more potent and deadly the powers of the Heavenly Tribulation will 

become. 

Furthermore, if you didn’t encounter it during the Caelum Acme Rank, you’d still have 

to go through the Heavenly Tribulation during the Quasi Chaos Rank.” Whoosh! Just 



then, all of them sawa figure zooming through the air before them and stopped 

somewhere a few hundred meters above the airship. 

It was James. 

James sensed how the airship was trapped within that area of the Endlos Void. 

He raised an arm and unleashed his powers. 

The spatial seal cast around that space was undone in a flash. 

At the same time, the airship vanished and reemerged at a safe spot far away from the 

tribulation clouds at James’ command. 

On the other hand, the tribulation clouds with magical, colorful hues continued to 

form above James. 

However, everyone could sense the terrifyingly immense energies that each of those 

clouds carried. 

“This isn’t any ordinary Heavenly Tribulation.” Zula had a grim expression. 

“Most people tried to avoid gaining karma by training carefully after entering the 

Acme Ranks. 

They were hoping to prevent the chances of encountering the Heavenly Tribulation as 

they leveled up. 

It’s a matter of life and death when it comes to facing a Heavenly Tribulation at the 

Acme Ranks.” “She’s right.” Waleria gave a sigh. 

“But James seems to be completely fearless all this time. 

This guy just does whatever he wants since the first day I met him. 

He doesn’t seer to be bothered about gaining karma in the slightest.” “Hey! Look at 

that. 

What’s that pattern?” Wynona pointed to the clouds. 

A strange pattern started forming from the tribulation clouds. 

At first, the pattern resembled the Tai Chi Eight Trigram Formation a little. 

Curiously enough, the pattern also appeared to look like an image of the Sacred 

Blossom. 

Some also found the mysterious pattern to look like an extrapolation formation at 

some point. 

Moreover, the pattern seemed to be continuously evolving. 

Countless variations were produced every minute. 

Even skilled cultivators like Waleria and Wynton could not comprehend the meaning 

behind those patterns. 

“Interesting,” Wynton began, “Since a long time ago, most of the superior signature 

skills were born as their creator entered the Caelum Acme Rank. 

Will James also create a new signature skill as he’s advanced to the Caelum Acme 

Rank now?” 
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staring at James, who was eventually surrounded by the tribulation clouds. 

James had also spotted the mysterious pattern appearing amid the clouds. 

The man was momentarily stunned. 

James found the pattern to be oddly familiar. 

Yet, he couldn’t seem to recall where he had come across the pattern before at the 

moment. 

At the same time, James instinctively knew that he was facing a once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity during the Heavenly Tribulation. 

‘From what I learned, the Nine Voices of Chaos was created as the Chaos Master 

advanced to the Caelum Acme Rank. 

Also, Yardos Xagorari developed the Blithe Omniscience when he achieved the Caelum 

Acme Rank.’ James pondered. 

“Oh, I know what this is now!” James exclaimed. 

‘This pattern is a combination of the complete integration of the Greater Paths and the 

fusion of all the inscriptions from the Primal Mantra! I can sense the full powers of all 

the primitive inscriptions derived from the Primal Mantra from this pattern. 

Apart from that, I can see the Sacred Blossom formed by the Greater Paths in it!’ 

James thought. 

Just then, loud, crackling sounds filled the space around them as the aura emanated 

from the tribulation clouds destroyed the Endlos Void near them. 

As numerous cracks formed and spread across the Endlos Void, several spatial black 

holes started appearing in that area as well. 

The spatial turbulence caused by the black holes coupled with the petrifying energies 

of the Heavenly Tribulation were a frightening sight to behold. 

Waleria and the others dared not hastily go near the space where James and the 

tribulation clouds were. 

If any of them were to enter that space right now, the powers of the Heavenly 

Tribulation would increase correspondingly. 

The intruders would be attacked by the Heavenly Tribulation as well. 

Suddenly, countless lightning produced from the tribulation clouds fell from the sky 

and aimed for James. 

“Hahaha!” Instead of feeling fear, James let out a loud laugh in excitement. 

“I could finally train and improve my physical condition again upon advancing to a 

new cultivation rank. 

Now, I can use these lightning bolts to test the limits of my current body whilst 

increasing its endurance!” As soon as he had finished saying that, James was hit by 

those lightning bolts. 



Waleria and the others witnessed a strange phenomenon as the color of James’ skin 

was tinged with various shades of color. 

Those colorful lightning bolts appeared to have reacted with the cells in James’ body 

the instant they entered his bady. 

James was knocked out of his senses for the next few seconds. 

His body was shaking all over like a leaf in the wind. 

As he came to his senses, James could feel an excruciating pain in his body. 

Upon inspection, he found that he had suffered severe damage to his system. 

He had several broken bones. 

Some of his delicate, fine bones were even pulverized. 

Waleria couldn’t help but grumble, “Does he have a death wish?! How could he 

mindlessly take direct hits from those lightning bolts? This is a Heavenly Tribulation at 

the level of the Caelum Acme Rank! What’s more, he’s incurred a lot of karma since 

he’s received quite a number of providences. 
 


